TEFAF ONLINE CONCLUDES WITH HIGH ENGAGEMENT AND REMARKABLE SALES

(Amsterdam, The Netherlands; New York, NY) November 4, 2020 – This past week, the European Fine Art Foundation (TEFAF) welcomed tens of thousands of visitors to the inaugural edition of TEFAF Online, marking the first time the full breadth of TEFAF’s exhibitor community and their strictly-vetted works were available for sale on a single digital platform. The Fair, which offered just one masterpiece from the diverse collections of each of its almost 300 specialist exhibitors, yielded several important multi-million dollar sales and unprecedented exhibitor engagement. Dealers reported an exceptionally positive fair experience in which they connected live with new and established collectors alike.

“TEFAF Online has proven an outstanding experience for the more than 30 thousand art lovers and collectors who visited the Fair from around the world, resulting in prominent sales and connections,” said Charlotte van Leerdam, Managing Director, TEFAF. “Translating our signature environment of quality and splendor to a digital platform, this inaugural Fair brought collectors along on an exciting TEFAF journey of discovery. We are enormously gratified that so many people have been able to engage with TEFAF in a meaningful way, during this time when in-person fairs are not possible.”

“We feel it was a very smart (and brave) decision on the fair’s part to limit the offering from each gallery to one piece. As a dealer it forced us to distill our vision for the fair and the way in which we wished to represent the gallery,” said Juliet Burrows of Holster Burrows. “[...] the unique place that TEFAF holds in the art world brought focus to this artist in a way that might not have occurred had we been offering a full stand of material.”
A healthy and vibrant art market benefits the entire arts ecosystem, with particular opportunities in the digital realities of today. TEFAF’s digital initiatives this autumn are proof that a virtual fair, bolstered by virtual programming, can enrich and enliven in fresh ways,” said Tom Loughman, Director & CEO of Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art. “It was our pleasure to share part of the digital doorstep of the Wadsworth Atheneum with a global audience.”

Applicat-Prazan featured Karel Appel’s *Le petit bonhomme du désert (Woestijnmannetje)*, 1950, which sold at the Fair. “Tefaf Online is the perfect virtual venue: highly focused, vetted, diverse, dedicated to quality works by great artists or makers, introduced by selected top international dealers from all over the world, from ancient times to modern and contemporary,” said Franck Prazan of Applicat-Prazan. “We are happy with the sale of our important pure CoBra Karel Appel painting.”

Much like TEFAF Maastricht, 7,000 years of art history was represented in the sweeping selection and sales at TEFAF Online, crisscrossing millenia and media. Due to TEFAF’s elite institutional following, among global museum curators, directors, and acquisition groups, some negotiations are ongoing, with conversations and sales taking place privately and over time.

Examples of impressive sales from the Fair include Di Donna Galleries’ $5 million sale of Vilhelm Hammersheï’s *Interior with a Woman Standing*, 1913; Hostler Burrows’ work by Torbjørn Kvasbø, *Stack (Red Glazed)*, 2014; and Endlich Antiquairs’ rare *Dutch book-cover*, 1600. Additionally, ArtAncient sold a significant work, *Bust of a Young Herakles*, from the Late Hellenistic period, circa 1st century BC. Borzo Gallery, specializing in Minimalist and Conceptual art, sold its highlight from Jaap Wagemaker *Mur vivant*, 1959. Walter Padovani sold the beautiful terracotta piece, Rinaldo Rinaldi’s *Justice and Peace Embrace*, 1845. These, among many other sales, provide a window into the diverse and exciting success of participating exhibitors.

TEFAF Online will continue to evolve in collaboration with our dealers and will return in 2021. TEFAF also looks forward to welcoming its community in-person to **TEFAF New York Spring, May 7-10, 2021.**

**ABOUT TEFAF MAASTRICHT**

TEFAF Maastricht is widely regarded as the world’s premier Fair for fine art, antiques and design. Featuring over 280 prestigious dealers from some 22 countries, TEFAF Maastricht is a showcase for the finest art works currently on the market. Alongside the traditional areas of Old Master paintings, antiques and classical antiquities that cover approximately half of the Fair, you can also find
modern and contemporary art, photography, jewelry, 20th century design and works on paper.

ABOUT TEFAF NEW YORK
TEFAF New York was founded in early 2016 to host two annual art fairs in New York at the Park Avenue Armory, TEFAF New York Fall and TEFAF New York Spring. Each Fair features around 90 leading exhibitors from around the globe. Tom Postma Design, celebrated for its innovative work with leading museums, galleries, and art fairs, has developed designs for the Fairs that interplay with the spectacular spaces while giving them a lighter, contemporary look and feel. Exhibitor stands will flow throughout the Armory’s landmark building encompassing the Wade Thompson Drill Hall and extending to both the first and second floors of the Armory’s period rooms, creating a Fair of unprecedented depth and impact in New York City.

ABOUT BANK OF AMERICA
At Bank of America, we believe in the power of the arts to help economies thrive, educate and enrich societies, and create greater cultural understanding. That’s why we are a leader in helping the arts flourish across the globe, supporting more than 2,000 nonprofit cultural institutions each year. Our arts support is wide ranging. We believe the neighborhood playhouse can be as important as the world-class museum or orchestra in its value to the community, in the lives of its citizens and in the education of its young people. A key component of our arts program is to help nonprofit institutions illuminate varied cultural traditions and to help the arts sector create pathways for more diverse engagement. The Bank of America Art Program is part of the company’s commitment to grow responsibly while bringing value to economies, society and the communities we serve. To learn more about our arts support, please visit bankofamerica.com/arts.
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